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What Im Dreaming Of
Trading Yesterday

Trading Yesterday - What I m Dreaming Of

by towi

Chords

G -   320033
F#-   200033
Bm-   x20033
CM7-  x32033
Am-   x02210
Asus4-x02200
C-    x32010
Em-   022000

Listen to the track for the strumming pattern. 

Intro : G-F#-Bm-CM7 (ends with two downstrum of CM7s)

G            F#     
Welcome to a new beginning

Bm           CM7                 G
Welcome to a brand new side of me

                  F#                Bm      CM7 (ends with two downstrums)
This will be the life I m meant to lead

G                 F#           CM7
More than just a midlife crisis
               C                G
This will be a lighthouse in my soul

              F#               Bm        CM7
Taking me to what the future holds

Prechorus:

Em        Em-c          Am---
I am not confined to steady ground
Asus4
For fear of falling, 

Em      C



I will fly

Chorus:

          G         F#
So I will live my life
                 Bm                 CM7     
Knowing I ve got just one chance to make it right
              G     F#       Bm
Hope will be on my side this time
    CM7
To live what I am dreaming of

(intro)
yeah yeah.

(pause)
Tear away my fall back option

Bm            CM7              G
Take away the safety net below
               F#           Bm       CM7
I m taking my chances as I go

G                  F#          Bm
Life is more than just survival
                  C                    G
Love will be the thing that sets me free
              F#                Bm      CM7
Just a little faith is all I need

Prechorus:

Em       Em-C         Am---
I am not inclined to give up now
Asus4
The sky is calling, 
Em      C
I will fly

(repeat chorus pattern)
So I will live my life
Knowing I ve got just one chance to make it right
Hope will be on my side this time
And I will spend my days
Knowing that the love I give won t go away
I will not stand and wait for life to come
I will live what I am dreaming of

Bridge: 



Em     C               Am         Asus4
I will not let failure hold me down
Em    C                Am             Asus4
I am not afraid of learning from what comes around

(chorus)

This chord guide exists because of its sole purpose - to make a very special
girl happy.

 
Happy Birthday Meme! =)
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